LET A4 be a compact manifold with boundary aM and denote by %^'( M, JM) the space of C' vector fields on M, that are tangent to dM endowed with the usual C' topology. In this space it is natural to define structural stability as in the boundaryless case, namely saying that X E a '( M, c?M) is C' structurally stable if it has a C' neighborhood 9 such that every YE @ is topologically equivalent to X, i.e., there exists a homeomorphism h: M ,J mapping orbits of X onto orbits of Y and preserving their time orientation.
Here we describe a corresponding class of vector fields in .% z (M, dM ) . denoted by Zz _ s( iM, dM). Our main purpose is to prove that the elements of 2-z _ s( M, dM) are structurally stable and they exhaust all structurally stable vector fields in .%%," (M, dM) with a simple nonwandering set. Dejnition 
A vector field XE%~( M, dM) is called Morse-Smale if
(i) (a) S2( X) is simple, (b) and hyperbolic; (ii) X/aM is Morse-Smale; (iii) for u, yeR( X), if XE M is a point of nontransversal intersection of W"(a) with W"(y) then x E dM and either 0 or y is a singularity of X.
Denote by _!K$ _ s( M, aM) the set of Morse-Smale vector fields in 3; (M, ah4) . Let us make some remarks about the properties that define 3; _ s( M, aM).
First of all, if L2( X) is simple then clearly the hyperbolicity of its orbits is a necessary condition for the stability of X.
Second, given XE.%?~( M, aM) if Pis a vector field defined on aM near X/aM it is easy to see that p can be extended to a vector field Y defined on all of M, Y near X. Therefore, if we are looking for the stable vector fields X E f 1" ( M, dM) it is necessary that X/dM be stable and since Q(X) is simple we conclude that X/dM must be a Morse-Smale vector field (see [8] ). This is precisely condition (ii) above in the definition of .%$ _s( M, aM).
Finally, if X is stable and there is an orbit of nontransversal intersection between W'(a,) and W"(a,), cri and e2 critical elements of X, then such an orbit and thus g1 and g2 must all lie in JM. For otherwise we can perturb X in the interior of M so as to drastically change the topological type of the intersection between W"(o, ) and WY(a2) (see [13] ). Furthermore, either (ri or o2 must be a singularity of X. Indeed if both were closed orbits then X would not be even locally stable in a neighborhood of the closure of an orbit in the intersection W"(ai) n W'(a,) due to the presence of moduli (see [9] ).
Finally, it is also clear that assuming X E%:( M, aM) with n(X) simple then conditions (ii) and the hyperbolicity of Cl(X) are necessary for the stability of X.
All these remarks together prove the following:
THEOREM. Let X E % 2 (M, aM) be such that f2( X) is simple. If X is structurally stable in .Tz(M,dM) then XE.'S~-~(M,~M).
Our goal, in this paper, is to prove the converse of the above theorem, that is, to prove the following
THEOREM. LetXE~~(M,dM)besuchthatn(X)issimple.ZfXE~~_,(M,~M)then X is structurally stable.
It must be noted that the study of structural stability in % O" (M, aM) , even in the first analysis of the case when the nonwandering set is finite, leads to new and interesting problems;-assaddle connections along dM which are persistent by small.perturbations. This and other problems can not be solved just through straightforward parallels with the boundaryless case as the present paper shows. Indeed, to prove the corresponding result in the boundaryless case, a fundamental tool is the construction of compatible families of stable and unstable foliations, introduced in [S] and also used in [lo, 111. Here, however, we have to construct a more general kind of foliations, namely foliations that are singular at saddle-connections along the boundary. This is done to bypass the fact that the angle between the usual stable and unstable foliations goes to zero when reaching these orbits of saddle-connection (see Section 2) . Dropping the finiteness assumption on the nonwandering set the gap with the boundaryless theory grows radically. In the boundaryless framework structural stability is handled by imposing on the nonwandering set the Axiom A property (i.e., the density of the periodic points plus the hyperbolicity of this set). Formally we may define this property even in the case with non empty boundary but this condition will not be necessary because in [3] we exhibited a structurally stable element of .Y '( D3, dD') whose nonwandering set is not hyperbolic. However, this example, which relies on an adaptation of the Lorentz-Guckenheimer-Williams example, enjoys nevertheless a mild type of hyperbolicity that grants its structural stability. We believe that this kind of "mild" hyperbolicity-so far not satisfactorily defined-should replace Axiom A in a characterization of structural stability when n(X) is not finite. Finally we point out that the study of vector fields on manifolds with boundary can be of interest even in the boundaryless case. In fact, as we found out in [14] , singular horseshoes are a persistent phenomenon for one parameter families of vector fields on boundaryless manifolds.
$2. SINGULAR UNSTABLE FOLIATIONS
Let p E M be a hyperbolic singularity of the vector field X. Suppose that the weakest contraction (resp. expansion) is defined at p. In this case it is possible to define a C' center unstable manifold (resp. center stable manifold), not unique, invariant by the flow of X, and tangent, at p, to the direct sum of the expansive subspace (resp. contractive subspace), with the subspace associated to the weakest contraction (resp. weakest expansion). We denote this submanifold by W'"(p) (resp. W"(p)). The central manifold at p, W'(p), is defined as
In the same way if cr is a hyperbolic periodic orbit of the vector field X such that the weakest contraction (resp. expansion) at G is defined then it is possible to define a C' center unstable manifold (resp. C' center stable manifold), not unique, invariant by the flow of X and tangent, at qea, to the direct sum of the expansive (resp. contractive) subspace of the Poincare map, the weakest contractive (resp. expansive) subspace of the Poincare map, and the subspace which corresponds to the flow direction. We denote this submanifold by Wcr(cr) (resp. W'"(o)) and its restriction to a cross section Z at qca by W'"(q) (resp. W"(q)). The central manifold W'(q) at qEa is defined as
Moreover, there is a unique invariant manifold W-(a) c W"(a)(resp. W""(a) c W"(o)) such that:
(ii) if e is a periodic orbit, q E o, I2 a transversal section for X at q EU and P is the Poincari map then
Let A c.%^,m(M,aM)bethesetofvectorfieldsX~I$_,(M,8M)such thatxhasat most one pair of critical elements ( oo, u1 ) having a quasi-transversal intersection along 8M, that is, there is an orbit of nontransversal intersection between W" (a,) and WY(al) . Then the stability of (a,, ai) depends on (i) whether rr,, and e1 are both singularities or one is a singularity and the other a periodic orbit; (ii) whether the weakest contraction at cr,, and the weakest expansion at Q, are real or complex numbers.
All the different possibilities for crO and or together yield 16 possibilities, indicated in the table below.
Let 5?7 (M, aM) c .&, 0 I i I 12, be defined by gz( M, dA4) = { XE~; such that X has no quasi-transversal intersections}. .%?y (M, dM) = {X E d; such that X has a unique quasi-transversal intersection along dM and this one is of ith type}, 1 I i I 12.
Our purpose is to prove first that Sp (M, dM), 0 I i I 12, is open in 3: (M, 3M) and that each of its elements is structurally stable. Then we will indicate how to proceed when we have more than one quasi-transversality along aM. All this together give us the main result, that is, SF; _ s( M, aM) is an open set of .%Y z (M, i?M) and its elements are structurally stable.
Taking Y = -X we prove that if the above statement is true for 1 < i 5 8 then it is also true for 9 s i s 12. So it is enough to deal with
With this goal in mind we will construct, for vector fields X~g_im( M, dM), 1 s i 5 8, singular foliations for e0 whose space of leaves is contained in a fundamental domain K, for W"(a,). These foliations are obtained from the unstable foliation 9 "(0,) packing together leaves of S"(a,,) through curves and surfaces in K, (see Definition 5 and Proposition 6 below). The intersection of these foliations with a cross section C at a point q of intersection of W"(ae) with W'(o,) produces a singular foliation of a neighborhood of q in II. This singular foliation will be modified in order to get a one dimensional foliation of a neighborhood Vof q in Z in such a way that this one, together with the stable foliation for or will give a coordinate system for V. This construction is very useful in the proof of the openness of Sp (M, Definition 2. Let z be a hyperbolic singularity of X E g co ( M, d M ) . An unstable foliation for X at z is a Co foliation 9 "(2, X) in a neighborhood of W"(z) satisfying the following properties:
1. The leaves are Ck disks varying continuously in the Ck topology. 2. The foliation is X,-invariant, i.e., X,( F"(x)) 1 F"( X,(x)), t 2 0, where F"(x) is the leaf through x. 3. Each leaf intersects W'(y) transversally at a unique point.
W'(Y) = U,,RX,(~'"(P))
where PEY.
Let ci, a,cR(X) be such that W"(a,)n W'(G~) # 0. We say that the unstable foliation 9"(a,, X) is compatible with the unstable foliation 9"(c2, X) if each leaf of 9 "(Q~, X) that intersects some leaf of 9 "(ui , X) is contained in this leaf and the foliation 9"(c2, X) restricted to a leaf of 9"(c1, X) is a Ck foliation. Similarly we define stable foliations and compatibility of stable foliations.
When n(X) is simple and hyperbolic, we say that Q(X) has a cycle if there is a sequence of critical elements ci, . . . , nk + 1 with cri = ck + l such that H'"(ai) n W'(Oi + 1) # a, 1 I i 5; k. If n(X) is simple and has no cycles we can define a partial ordering in the set of critical elements of X as follows: ei < oj if and only if lV"(a,) n W"(aj) # Q, and ci # cj. We say that the behavior of ci with respect to cj is one if oi < aj and there is no zoR(X) with bi < z < cj* We say that the behavior is k if there is a sequence of critical elements ei=yi< ... <yk+i = aj and if there is no longer such sequence. From now on we will restrict ourselves to neighborhoods Q of X&SF (M, 3M), 1 s i ~8, satisfying the above properties. We assume that if aj < u,, is such that @'"(ai) n aM = @ then W"(aj) n K, is contained in the interior of K,.
Let S be a cross section for every YE Q with S n W'( co) = K,. If Y ~49, we also assume s n W'(6e) = zz,.
Definition 5. Singular Foliations.
Define the following foliations of S. The first one is a fibration F"(S), of S by C" disks varying continuously in the C" topology, each disk intersects K, transversally at a unique point. Observe that the space of leaves of FU( S) is K,. The leaf at x E S is denoted by F. (x, S).
The second one is defined in the following way:
(i) X E .% 7 ( M, aM ), 1 < i I 4, namely the weakest contraction at o,, is real. It is possible to define a singular one dimensional foliation .!Tc(K, u K3) of K, u K, whose leaves subfoliate leaves of 9"(ai), 1 I i I k, such that each of its leaves meets IV"(ao) transversally at a unique point.
If Fc(x)~Yc(K1 u K,) is the leaf at x, define
The union of these leaves is denoted by FC,(S). Each leaf of P,,(S) is a union of leaves of .9"(S) and its dimension is u + 1.
(ii) XE~??( M, aM), 5 5 i 5 8, namely the weakest contraction at co is complex. Here 9JK, u K,) is a singular two dimensional foliation, compatible with 9 "(r,), 1 I i I k, satisfying similar conditions as the corresponding one in (i). The foliation sc,( S) is defined as before. Here each leaf of 9,(S) has dimension u -t 2.
The third one is defined as follows: let C I = K, n lV(a,).
It is possible to define a one dimensional foliation ~i( C, ) of Ci whose leaves subfoliate leaves of 9 '(aj), 1 I j I k, the space of leaves is C1 n aM and such that each of its leaves transversally intersects a plane y, = constant at a unique point. If xE C, n aM, define FiN(XI S) = UyeFttxj F,,(y, S), where Fi(x)E9i(Ci)is theleaf at x and F,,(y, S)EY~(S) is the leaf at y. The union of these leaves is denoted by St,.(S). Each leaf of 9'i, (S) is a union of leaves of .%rW (S) and so, a union of leaves of 9" (S).
If the weakest contraction at co is real, the dimension of a leaf of FiCU (S) is u + 2 and if the weakest contraction at co is complex, the dimension of a leaf of sic.(S) is u + 3.
Finally we define the last foliations:
, or the weakest contraction at co is real. In this case K i is a solid cylinder whose boundary is fibered by one dimensional fibers coming from the intersection of the leaves of .@& S) with K l. We extend this fibration to a one dimensional foliation ~i( K : ) of K : , compatible with .P "( aj), 1 <j 5 k; the space of leaves is K : n dM and such that each leaf transversally intersects a plane y, = constant at a unique point. IfxcKi ndM,set F,,(x,S)=
UYEFIcXjFY(y,S), Fi(X)E~i(K:)is
the fiber at x and F,(y, S)E.~~(S) is the unstable leaf at y. So, Fi,(x, S) is the union of leaves of s"(S) through points of F,(x). We do the same for K ; . The union of these leaves is denoted by pi".
(ii) X c % 7 (M, aM), 5 5 i 5 8, namely the weakest contraction at co is complex. In this case K, is a tubular neighborhood of the circle S' in K, n dM given by Ji = . . .
=ya-3 =ys=0,y3_,+yf_, = 1, whose boundary is contained in K, and so it is already fibered by one dimensional leaves coming from the intersection of leaves of 9&(S) with K,. It is possible to construct a (s -2)-dimensional foliation FS _ 2 (K,) of K,, compatible with 9"(ai), 1 I i I k, such that its space of leaves is the circle described above and such that each of its leaves transversely intersects a cylinder yf_ z + yf_ 1 = 1, O<Y,,...,Ys-, I 1 in a smooth curve. We now extend the one dimensional foliation defined along the boundary of K, to all K, in a compatible way with FS _ 2 (K, ) such that each leaf transversely intersects a plane y, = constant at a unique point. We denote this one dimensional foliation by Fi(K,). Observe that the space of leaves of Fi(K2) is K, A dM.
IfxEKzndMdefineFiU(x,S) = U,,~i(,,F,(y,S),Fi(?()~~i(K2)is thefiber throughx. The union of these leaves is denoted by Fi,(S).
Finally, for F, (x; S) E 9J S), CJ = u, iu, cu, icu, let FAX, X) = ,~OX,(F,(x? S)).
The dimension of Fb(x, X) is the dimension of F,,( x, S) plus one. For each 6, let D, be the domain of definition of F@(x) X). The union of F,(x, X), x E D, is denoted by SJa,, X). Observe that F"(a,, X) is an unstable foliation for b,, . Given qEM we call Vsq a conical neighborhood of q if there is a homeomorphism cP:(C,O)~(V,q)whereCisaconeinR"withvertexatO.Foreacha,a#u,~~(a,,X) determines a singular foliation of a conical neighborhood of g,, , whose singularity is crO.
Given X E ZZ p (M, aM), 1 I i I 8, let Z be a cross section to the flow X,, C contained in a domain Vi 3 Qy where X, is Cz linearizable. Let 1 be the intersection of Wy(rrO) A R"(a, ) with E:, q E I and N a be a subspace in I3 normal to W"( ao) n Z at q in Z. Choose linearizing coordinates ( y, , . . . , y,}, y, 2 0 near o1 so that we can express the local components of W"(a,) n Z, Wa(ao) n C and W'(a,) n E containing q by We also assume that in these coordinates the leaves of the stable foliation 9 "(a,) are given by the planes (yr , . . . , y, _ 1, y, _ 1) = constant. So,N"={yr= . . . =Y~_~_% = 0} is a normal subspace to W"(a,) n Z at q in Z.
(t-,
The intersections of gO( be, X), Q = u, iu, cu, icu, with N', induce singular foliations of conical neighborhoods of q in Vi. The dimension of a leaf of 9e (o,, , X ) n NY is one for u = u, two for 0 = cu, iu, and three for o = icu. The idea is to modify such intersections in order to get the foliations with the required properties. We start by modifying the intersection of a leaf with N". For this we proceed as follows:
For each XE Cr n IJM fixed, the intersection FiN(x, X) n N' can be parametrized by
0 I y I 1, ly,-1 I I LO I y, 5 1,
where(a,, . . . , a,_2) = a,,as_ 1, a, are the eigenvalues of DX(a,) with negative real part, /? is one of the eigenvalues of DX(a,) with positive real part,
X,(~~Y~-~~Ys)=(Y~(~~Y~-~~Y~),'~~~Y~-~(~~Y~-~~Y~))
is such that Let Pc,(R,) be the intersection with R, of the family of planes y, = constant and FO( R,) be the intersection with R, of the family of lines (y, _ r, y,) = constant. Clearly each leaf PEGis a union of leaves of S,,(R,). Moreover, since the pre-image under cp of the horizontal planes is the family of surfaces given by the equations
we have that each leaf of 9,, (R,) transversally intersects a surface of this family at a unique point. Observe that if y, _ r = constant in (2) then we have a hyperbole. .I' Y" , .t .,Y"4
Then T", and T; are conical neighborhoods of q in N' and T; n dM is a conical neighborhood of q in N'ndM. The union of FO (FiN(x, X)ndM) , XEC, nZM deter-mines a singular one dimensional foliation 9e( T; ) of T; , such that each of its leaves intersects a leaf of 9 '( crl ) at a unique point. The union of cp ( Fm( R,) ), x E C, n dM, gives a two dimensional foliation of T", denoted by 9_,( T",).
The union of 9,, (FiN(X, X) n N" A aM), x E Cl n dM determines a singular one dimen. sional foliation of Tr n dM denoted by 9e( T; , aM).
The union of cp (9_(R,) ), XE C, n dM, determines a two dimensional foliation FCU( T",) of Tl; such that each of its leaves is a union of leaves of 9,,( T;).
Moreover, if a: L" + T; n aM is the projection along the leaves of 9e( T;) we have that the leaves of rr(Sa( T",)n L') and 9e( T;, dM)) give a coordinate system for T;ndM.
We will extend 9,,( T;) and 9e( T;, aM) to one dimensional foliations of a neighborhood of q in V" and a neighborhood of q in N" n aM, respectively. For this we proceed as follows: Let T; be the conical neighborhood of q in N" defined as UxGK,( FU( x, X) n N'). Then T; is fibered by curves, each one intersecting a leaf of 9'( or ) at a unique point. We call this fibration S,, ( T; ).
Let T: the union Uxed; naM(Fiu(X, X)n N"). Observe that the pre-image under cp of the horizontal lines in Fi,(X, X) n N" is the family of curves given by YS=A 4yA
OlCll.
So, each leaf of Fe(&) intersects a curve of this family at a unique point. Then cp( FO(S,)) determines a singular one dimensional foliation Of Fi,(X, X) A N' with the property that each leaf of cp (Fe (S,)) intersects a leaf of 9 "( crt ) at a unique point. We denote this foliation by .F,,( Fi,(x, X) n N').
As before it is possible to prove that the above foliation depends continuously with XEK: ndM. Define T',, c T; as the union of cp(S,), XEK~ naM.
Then T& and T; are conical neighborhoods of q in N", fibered by a one dimensional foliation .!PO ( T;) such that each of its leaves intersects a leaf of 9 "(or ) at a unique point.
The union UxeKZndM (F,,(x, X) n N" n aM) gives a singular one dimensional foliation .F,,( T;, dM) of T; n dM. The union of the leaves of FO( T;), 9,,( T;) and .F,,( T;) determines a one dimensional foliation of a neighborhood of q in N" which can be extended to a one dimensional foliation of all V"(q) with the property that each leaf meets a leaf of .FJct) at a unique point. We denote this foliation by .FO(q, N") .
The union of the leaves of .FO(T;, dM) and 9,,(T;, dM) gives a one dimensional foliation of a neighborhood A' of q in NY denoted by .5FO(q. NY n ZM).
One can easily see that kFieu(e,,, X) n N', 4r,,(a,, X)n N", 9,( T",), SO(q, N") and 9,,(q. NY n dM) are the foliations with the required properties.
The compact set in the statement of the proposition is
P-'(T",uT",,uT;). I 2nd Case. X E .Y 7 (M, aM), 5 I i s 8, that is the weakest contraction at tag is complex.
We denote by { y, , . . . , y, >, y, _ 1 2 0 the linearizing coordinates in U, 3 o1 and in these coordinates we assume We also assume that in these coordinates the leaves of 9 '( cr, ) are given by the planes (Y,, . . ., y, _ 1, y, _ I 
Let N" = {y, = . . . = y, _ 1 = O}. The N" is a normal subspace to W'( a0 ) n 1 at 4 (recall that u = n -s).
The intersections of 9#(r_r0, X), u = u, iu, cu, icu, with N" induce singular foliations of conical neighborhoods of q in N ". If F, E Pm( uo, X), then the dimension of F, n NY is one for u = u, two for u = iu, it is three for u = cu and it is four for u = icu. The idea is again to modify such intersections in order to get the foliations with the required properties.
As before, we start by modifying F, n N ", F,, c Fic,(x, X), x E C, n ?M. For this we do the following:
For each x E Ci n dM, the intersection of is the plane (y, y,) = 0.
So, cp(9c,(R,)) determines a three dimensional foliation of q(R,); cp(.F,,(R,)), cp(FO(R:)) and (p(F,(R:))
determine a one dimensional foliation of q(R,), cp(R:) and cp( R:) respectively. Each leaf of cp( Fc,( R,)) is a union of leaves of cp (9, , (R,) ) and each leaf cp( 9e( R,)) transversally intersects a leaf of 9 "( 6i ) at a unique point. The same for each leaf of cp(.F,,(R:)).
The union of the leaves of cp(F,,(R,)) and (p(g,(R:)) is denoted by 9~ (Fifu(x,X)nN") .Theleavesof~(9e(R:))isdenotedby
F~(Fi,(X,X)nN'ndM).
As before it is possible to define all the above foliations in a continuous way with respect to XE C, n dM. So we have defined a singular one dimensional foliation 5e( Ti) of a conical neighborhood T; of 4 in N" determined by the union of Fi,,(X, X) n N", x E C, n dM, and a singular one dimensional foliation 9e( TI , i?M) of T; n dM. Each leaf of 9,,( T;) intersects a leaf of .9'(a,) at a unique point. If T", c T; is the union of cp(R,), x E C, n aM, then Tt; is fibered by a three dimensional foliation 9_( TI;) with the property that each fiber is a union of fibers of .9,,( Tr). Moreover, if L is the union of cp(L,), XE C, n JM, and K: L + aM is the projection along the leaves of 9,, (T;) then 9e( T; n aM) and n(Fm( T;) n L) gives a coordinate system for T; n dM.
We will extend .9e( Ty ) and 9,,( TI n aM) to a neighborhood of q in N" and to a neighborhood of 4 in NY n dM. For this we proceed as follows: Let T; be the conical neighborhood of q in NY which is given by UxeK, (P'. (x, X) n N "). Obviously T; is fibered by curves, each one intersecting a leaf of 9 "( ei ) at a unique point.
We denote this fibration by 5,,( T;).
Let T; be the conical neighborhood of 4 in N" determined by the union
U XE K, A zM ( Fu( x, X) n N "). Clearly T; is fibered by two dimensional leaves. We denote this fibration by FcU( T;).
We proceed as before to get singular one dimensional foliations 9e( T;) of T; and 9e( T;, dM) of T; ndM such that each leaf of 9e( T;) intersects a leaf of 9'(ai) at a unique point. We also determine T& c T; as before.
The union of the leaves of 9,,( T; ) .F,, ( T; ), FO( T; ) determine a singular one dimensional foliation of a neighborhood of 4 in NY which can be extended to all V" in such way that each leaf intersects a leaf of 9'(ai) at a unique point. We denote this foliation by Fo(q, N').
The union of the leaves of 9,,( T;, aM) and 9,,( T;, aM) determines a singular one dimensional foliation of V' n dM which we denote by .FO(q, N' n aM).
The foliations with the required properties are 9t,.(q, N'),, .Fc.( T;), 9ty(q, N'), .F,,( VU) and gaM( V"). The compact set K is given by
P-'(T',uT;,uT;).
When u > n -s we take a family of normal subspaces N ;, q E I, varying continuously with q. On each N 5 we perform the previous constructions. So, we obtain the foliations with the required properties. I Given X E 37T (M, JM), 1 I i 58, let (cr,,, ai) be the pair of critical elements of X having a quasi-transversality along aM. We denote by (a,, 8,) the corresponding pair of critical elements for Y near enough X. Using the above proposition and its corollaries we can obtain, using similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem A of [6] the following: can be done as in [4] . I
STABILITY
We will prove in this section the stability of the elements in % 7 (M, c?M), 0 I i I 8. For this we will use, besides the compatible family of unstable foliations for co, ai, 0 I i I k, and the compatible family of stable foliations for bl, pr, 0 I; j I 1, the family of singular central foliations constructed in the previous section. As we will see, the homeomorphism h taking orbits of X onto orbits of Y, Y near X, will be a conjugacy outside the closure of a neighborhood N of the quasi transversality for X along the boundary of M. In N, h will be only an equivalence. It is to define h on N that we will use powerfully the existence of the singular unstable foliations: they will allow us, using Liapunov functions defined on a neighborhood of co, to extend the definition of the homeomorphism to WS( ao) and so, to get h defined on the closure of N.
We are going to construct a homeomorphism h: M d taking orbits of a vector field XEZT(M, dM), 0 j;i s 8, onto orbits of a vector field YE~',"(M, dM) near X. Given X E%:( M, dM) let PE M be a hyperbolic singularity of X such that dim W"(p) < dim M. We keep Y near X and denote by p' the singularity of Y near p. Let S be a cross section to both X and Y such that S intersects W"(p) (resp. W'(p)) at a fundamental domain K, (resp. &) for W'(p) (resp. WS(fl)). We can assume S contained in a domain V,, (p, a} c U,, where X and Y are C* linear&able. Let F,,(S), Q = u, iu, cu, icu, be the singular foliations defined in the previous section and K c S be the compact set fibered by the above foliations, given by Proposition 6. Recall that dK 3 K,, and its diameter goes to zero as we approach the boundary of M. Similarly for Y. Let I? be a cross section to both X and Y such that Z intersects IV"(p) (resp. tV"(j5)) at a fundamental domain for W"(p) (resp. IV"($)). We can choose S and Z in such a way that the Poincare map P,: ZZ\ W'"(p)+S\W"(p) is a homeomorphism. Similarly for Pi. Shrinking U, if necessary, we can assume the existence of Liapunov functions Lx, L,: U, + R with ~=L~l(-l)=L~l(-l)andS=L~'(l)=L;'(l).
Using the level surfaces L ; 1 (c), c E R, and the flow of X as a coordinate system for V, we can easily prove the following LEMMA 11. Then these homeomorphisms can be extended to a homeomorphism from a neighborhood of p onto a neighborhood of j5, taking orbits of X onto orbits of Y.
Following the notations of the previous section, we can write the fundamental domain K, for W"(p) as either Then & can be continuously extended to h,: S ,J such that h, and h, satisfy (i) and (ii) from Lemma 11.
Proo$ Recall that the space of leaves of gti,(S) is Cr = K, naM n FP'(a,,(X)), of 9iU( S) iS C* = K,naMof 9JS)isC, =(K, uK,)n W"(p),andthespaceofleavesof . if x E C, we define h,(x) as the unique point at c, such that
In this way we have h, defined on K, n W"(p) and on K, A dM. Moreover, h, preserves these sets. We complete the definition setting, for x E K,, h,(x) as the unique point at I?, such  that hJF,(x, S) n K) = F,(h,(x), S) n l? .
From the continuity and compatibility of the leaves of the above foliations and the fact that K3 preserves these leaves follows the continuity of h,. The lemma is proved. I Now let X E 9 p (M, aM), 1 5 i I 8, and 32 be a small neighborhood of X satisfying the properties described in the previous section. Let S and 2 be cross sections to the flow of every YE@', Sn WS(C,) is a fundamental domain d, for W'(C?,), Zn W"(C?,) is a fundamental domain for W"(6,). For each YE%!, let rc C be the set of points in the intersection of W"(Z,) with W'(Z,). Proof Following the notations of the previous section, suppose first that the weakest contraction at G,, is real. So K, = K, u K: u K,, where Ki, 1 I i 13, were described above.
Let C, = K, n W""(a,) and hi, Using the planes y, = constant and the leaves of gi( K t ) as a coordinate system for K z and the homeomorphisms defined as above we define a homeomorphism h: K : + K': preserving Fi( K 2' ). We do the same for K ; . In this way we have defined h: K, + I?, with the required properties. The proof for a complex weakest contraction at u,, is similar. Actually, the only extra difficulty occurs in the definition of h on K2. * we have to define h preserving the leaves of 9s _ 2(KZ) as well the ones of Yi(K2). This is possible and we leave the details for the reader. Using the same notations as in the previous lemmas we are going to define a homeomorphism h: I5 9 such that for each q~ 1 there is N; c I: such that the restriction of h to N: is compatible with 3#(q, N"), o = o, u, iu, cu, icu.
Let h",: K, + I?, be the homeomorphism given by Lemma 15, pea, and 3:(p,f) be the singular unstable foliation given by Corollary 7.
We will define h in the space of leaves of 3 :(p,f). Let V be a fundamental neighborhood for D,(p,f) and 3:( V) be the restriction of Given XE T3, FC,(x, Nt)E3a(q, Na) denotes the leaf at x. Let F,,(S)E~~,(S) be the unique leaf such that P,(F, n K) = F,(x, N;). We set h (F,,(x, N;) corresponds to FS~3S(p,j) if h(F'n WY(al)) = F'n W"(C?,). Using 3 1 (p,f) and 3 "( p,f) as a coordinate system for 1, and the definition of h on the space of leaves of these foliations we get h defined on Z.
Clearly, for each q E I, h preserves leaves of 3#( q. N a) ~7 = u, iu, cu, icu. Such map is obviously continuous outside the f-orbit of q, q E I. The continuity of h at the f-orbit of q.E I is a consequence of the continuity of the foliation 3:(p,f).
Using the previous lemmas we extend h to a neighborhood N of the quasi-transversal intersection (ae, u1 ). Moreover we can assume that the restriction of h to the boundary of N is a conjugacy between the flows X, and q. The extension of h to the all of M is obtained as in [6] . 1 that is, if (a,, o1 ) is the pair of critical elements of X having the quasi-transversality along dM then o. and o1 are both singularities of X, the weakest contraction at o,, is real. Then X is structurally stable.
Proof Let X E .% p (M, JM), 1 I i I 2, and ?B be a neighborhood of X as before.
Suppose first that the intersection of B'"(a,) with FV(a,) is just the orbit of qGZM. Let Z be a cross section at q for every YE%. Shrinking a, if necessary, we can assume that for each YE Q, if (a,,, 5, ) is the pair of critical elements of Y having a quasi-transversal intersection along dM, then Z n H'"(Z,) n W"(Gi) = 4. Let N; c C (resp. N;) be a normal subspace to W"(o,) n C (resp. K'"(c?,) n Z) in Z. As before we start defining h: N: + Nz. There we proceed following straightforward the arguments used in Theorem 16, using as coordinate system to be preserved by h the singular unstable foliation .FO(q, N:) and the intersection of the stable foliation 9""(ai) with N;. The extension of h to Z is obtained taking as a coordinate system the intersections of the singular unstable foliation 9 :(ai) and of the stable foliation F-"(a, ) with Z. We use the Isotopy Extension Theorem to extend h to a fundamental domain K,(o, ), in a compatible way with 9 "(ai), 1 I i 5 k. We use the previous lemmas to extend h to a neighborhood of o,, . We define h on a neighborhood of rri by the equation hX_,(y)= Y_ ,h(y). Observe that the extension of such h to H'"(ai)
follows from the fact that it preserves the leaves of 9G(~1).
In this way we define h on a neighborhood of the quasi-transversal intersection (a,, , u1 ). The extension of h to all of M is obtained as in [6] . I If X ~9-7 (M, aM), 5 I i I 8, that is, the weakest contraction at ~7~ is complex, then the proof that X is structural stable is similar to the above ones and we leave to the reader.
When X E .?!Z 2 (M, c?M), that is, there is no quasi-transversal intersections along 21M, the proof of the stability of X is analogous to the proof of the stability of a Morse-Smale vector field on a compact manifold without boundary [4,8, lo] .
Thus we proved that a vector field XE%; _s(M, aM) having a unique quasi-transversality along the boundary is stable.
We indicate now how to proceed when we have more than one quasi-transversal intersection along f?M.
Leta,< . . . I 6, be a chain of critical elements of X E .% $ _ s( M, aM), aj E dM every j, such that Wy(crj) is transversal to Ws(aj+ i) forj # n -1 and W"(cj) is quasi-transversal to W'(b,), 1 lj _<n -1. This implies first that Wy(aj) is contained in the boundary of M forj # n and that there is at most one& such that cj,, is a closed orbit. Suppose that 6, is a closed orbit. We claim that there is a family of compatible singular unstable foliations S:(frj, X), s?Fc(Cj* X) fY = II, iu, CU, icu, 1 I j I n -1. The proof goes by induction on n. For n = 2 is Proposition 6. Suppose we have proved for n and let o1 I . . . I CT, 5 0, + I be a chain as above such that ~':(aj, X), Fm(aj, X) Q = u, iu, cu, icu, 1 <j 5 n -1 is a compatible family of singular central foliations. Let us construct 9 :(a,, X), and .9J,,(a., X) 0 = u, iu, cu, icu. Assume that the weakest contraction at Q, is real. Let S be a cross section for the flow of X such that the intersection of S with ws(a,) is a fundamental domain K,( a.) for W"( a,). We can suppose S contained in a neighborhood U of c,, where X is C2 linearizable and in these coordinates we have K,(cJ,) = K, u Kz u K, where We are assuming that {y, = 0} = dM.
compatible with F"(u.~, X), S:(Oj, X), ~~(aj,X), r~ = U, iu, CU, icu, 1 <j I n -1.
Let h": UM1Sm W"(Bl)U WY(%)+ U,l,<m I+"(~~) u IV"(Z,) be a homeomorphism compatible with 9"(&, X), 1 I 1 s m. We extend these homeomorphisms to a homeomorphism h from a neighborhood of 6, onto a neighborhood of 5,, as in Theorem 16. Since h is compatible with ~ :( aj, X) and ~~(aj, X), CJ = u, iu, cu, icu, 1 I j I n, applying successively the Lemmas 11, 12, 13 and 15 we extend h to a neighborhood of the chain a,< . . . I B,. The extension of h to the rest of M is as before.
In the other cases, that is, either when the closed orbit in the chain is not (T, or else all critical elements in the chain is a singularity, we proceed as follows:
Let 9 "(oj, X), 1 I j I n -1, be a family of compatible unstable foliations and C be a cross section through the intersection of W"(O, _ 1) and P(a,).
Consider the singular foliations P:(a,,X), ~~(6,,X),d=s,is,su,isu.Then 9"(0~_~,X)and .9:(g,,X)isa coordinate system in C near the intersection of W"(~J, _ 1) with V(a,).
This already implies the openness of the set of vector fields X E .!EE _ s( M, dM) presenting a chain like that. The homeomorphism h taking orbits of X onto orbits of Y near X is obtained defining h on C in a compatible way with S"(aj, X), 1 5 j In -1, and .9z(a,, X), 9Ja,, X), IJ = s, su, iu, isu. The extension of h to a neighborhood of 6, is obtained applying Lemmas 11, 12, 13 and 15. The extension of h to the rest of M is as in [6] .
Finally it is easy to see that if c1 I . . . I CT, is a chain of critical elements of X E ?Z; _ s( M, dM) with more than one quasi-transversality then this chain is like one of the two described above. Thus the Theorem stated in the Introduction is proved.
